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To investigate the use of cloud computing technologies in safe computer storage, �rstly, it is proposed to complete the central
control function by building a cloud computing data center, collect multiple platforms and network safety technologies, and then
connect computers in unlike sites to con�rm computer information security. �en, based on the implementation advantages of
cloud computing technique in computer network safe storage, speci�c applications are analyzed. Finally, a cloud computing
secure modeling and analysis idea based on multiqueue and multiserver is proposed. �e proposed cloud security approach
ensures that both data and applications are easily accessible to authorized users. One always has a consistent way to access your
cloud data and applications, allowing you to address any potential security issues as soon as they arise. It has greatly improved
computer security storage convenience while also greatly improving computer network storage security. After veri�cation, with
the cloud computing technology platform to carry out relevant businesses at any time, the operation e�ectiveness has been
meaningfully enhanced by 80%. At the same time, it promotes the construction of information sharing and gives full performance
to the bene�ts of hardware, accelerates the process of resource integration, and provides information support for the formulation
of enterprise strategic plans. Combined with the actual situation, the current study discusses the development and application
direction of cloud computing, so as to add new impetus to the economic growth of enterprises.

1. Introduction

In the context of big data, the factors a�ecting data security are
gradually increasing, so security protection is particularly im-
portant. Among many security protection methods, cloud
computing technology has become the �rst choice of many
users. Currently, information storagemainly includes computer
hard disk storage and mobile device storage [1]. Data en-
cryption, hashing, tokenization, and access control are all data
security solutions that protect data across all platforms and apps.

Encryption is the process ofmasking or hiding data by changing
the format so that it can no longer be interpreted or understood
unless decrypted. As a result, the data remain but are scrambled
or hidden. Tokenization is a process in which you try not to own
the data, similar to how credit card merchants store the in-
formation instead of encrypting it and giving it a key; imagine it
as a safe deposit box. Hashing is a mathematical equation or
algorithm that is used to process information. Organizations all
over the world are investing heavily in information technology
(IT) cyber security skills to protect their critical assets [2, 3].
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Whether such a company has to protect its brand, intellectual
capital, and customer information or it needs continue pro-
viding controls for critical infrastructure, incident identification,
and resolution include three basic components: people, pro-
cesses, and technology [4, 5]. Both methods are read on a fixed
disk. Although the mobile device can replicate on various
hardware devices, it is very easy to cause data loss or virus
infection. Cloud computing is a sort of asset hypervisors that is
relatively new (Figure 1). It maximizes the use of physical assets
by dynamically expanding services. It fully combines a variety of
new technologies to achieve distributed processing of big data,
improves processing efficiency, and is applied in many fields. It
has the characteristics of low cost, wide range, and various
functions. Integrating hot backup redundancy, network storage,
and other technologies, it is divided intomultiple services on the
existing physical resources and then provided to multiple users
[6]. Cloud data security is implemented when technology so-
lutions, policies, and procedures are put in place to protect
cloud-based systems, implementations, and the data and user
access that go with them. One area of data security that entities
struggle within cloud technology is who is responsible for se-
curity. Your company is in charge of the infrastructure and on-
premises data centres. However, because you are utilising a
vendor’s cloud services, the distinction among both roles may
appear hazy. Business cloud backupworks through copying and
storing your server’s files on another server in a different specific
address. A company can back up some or all server files,
depending on its needs. Cloud security, also known as cloud
computing environments, is a set of rules, controls, processes,
and tools that help to ensure the safety of cloud-based systems,
data, and infrastructure [7, 8]. *ese security measures are in
place to protect cloud data, aid compliance with regulatory
requirements, protect customers, privacy, and provide au-
thentication mechanisms for specific users and devices. From
login to traffic filtering, cloud security may be tailored to fit the
specific needs of the organization [9, 10]. *ere is no longer a
need to invest in hardware, software, on-site data center in-
frastructure, including server racks, round-the-clock power
generation for power and cooling, and IT professionals to
oversee the infrastructure, with cloud computing. One of the
benefits of cloud computing services is the flexibility of elastic
scaling. In cloud-speak, this means providing an adequate
number of IT resources. Cloud computing makes data storage
easy and affordable. It is because data can bemirrored at backup
system sites on the cloud provider’s network. Moreover, big
data security is critical for all safeguards and tools used to
protect analytics and data processes from intrusions, theft, and
other fraudulent behavior that could be harmful or negatively
impact them. Like other types of cyber-security, the big data
variant is concerned with attacks that originate from either the
online or the offline spheres. Cloud computing technology uses
virtualmethods to store data. Users upload data to cloud storage
space, and they can view and download data at any location and
time as long as they log in to their account. A collection of
innovative technologies for distributed big data processing that
enhances process efficiency and is used in a range of sectors.*e
mobile device may be replicated on a variety of hardware. To
store data, cloud computing technology employs virtual ways.
Virtualization, which introduces a new real correlation between

hardware and software, is one of themain components of cloud
computing technology that enables full utilization of cloud
computing capabilities. Furthermore, virtualization is now a
standard feature of enterprise IT architectural history and a
critical factor in cloud computing economics. However, in the
real network environment, network security issues have always
been difficult to eliminate, so it is essential to reinforce the
secure storing of computer network data under cloud com-
puting technology [11]. A network can be large and complex at
times, and it is likely to rely on a large number of linked
endpoints. While this is advantageous to your company’s op-
erations and makes your workflow more controllable, it also
creates a security concern [12, 13]. *e issue is that, without the
free movement of people within your network, if a hostile actor
gains access, they may roam around and cause havoc, often
without your knowledge.*ese network security issues put your
company at danger of data leak [14, 15].*e platform for secure
storage is shown in Figure 1. When a computer’s software and
hardware fail, the cloud computing system’s restoration tech-
nology will safely retrieve the computer’s vital files.

2. Literature Review

Liu et al. believe that the biggest hidden danger of computer
information storage security is hacker intrusion and virus
intrusion. *e reasons leading to the above security risks
include the following: data are not properly encrypted, key
management is lax, and identity authentication technology
[16]. In order to strengthen the security of computer data
storage, Sun and He propose cloud computing technology to
focus on solving the above problems. [17]. Manel et al.
believe that users can use the network to use distributed
computing, load balancing, and other technologies to share
and retrieve resources [18]. Rezvani et al. believe that there
are two ways to store traditional computer data information.
*e first is to store the information in the computer directly
in an external storage device, such as a tablet computer, a
USB flash drive, and other external mobile devices [19].
Cardoso et al. believe that although these two storage
methods are relatively simple and commonly used, this
storage method has great disadvantages. First, it is not safe,
and some private information and data are not easy to hide.
Second, it is easy to lose user data if unexpected events such
as the loss of USB flash disk or computer damage occur [20].
*erefore, Lv et al. allow users to save information and data
in the cloud storage virtual space without any hardware
equipment, and the security is particularly high. *e most
important thing is to realize information and data sharing,
which takes prodigious expediency to the transmission and
storage of data and information [21]. Figure 2 illustrates this
Alibaba Cloud Computing. Cai et al. trust that, in the process
of network safety storage, the identity authentication
technology can accurately authenticate the user’s identity
through the corresponding data, which greatly improves the
information security of network storage [22]. Xing et al.
believe that cloud computing-based user identity authen-
tication technology is a key technology [23]. Currently, Cai
et al. have proposed three commonly used verification
methods for their technology. *e first is to enter the
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relevant password: this method requires the user to enter the
accurate user name, and the corresponding password
according to system prompts to complete user identification.
*e second is the smart IC card authenticationmethod. Data
are not adequately encrypted, key management is loose, and

verification technologies and other factors all contribute to
the aforesaid security threats. *e first option is to save the
data directly to an external storage device, such as a tablet
computer or a USB flash drive, on the computer. Second,
unforeseen circumstances such as the loss of a USB flash disc
or computer damage make it possible to lose user data. *e
most crucial issue is to actualize data and information
sharing, which requires tremendous speed in data trans-
mission and storage. *e user needs to prepare the IC card
before verification and then complete the identity authen-
tication, which has strong stability and security. *e third is
PKI identity authentication. *is authentication method
mainly uses the public key as a verification facility. *e
public key is encrypted and decrypted through the matching
key. *en, under the system mechanism of key recovery,
backup, and update, the secure storage of the network is
ensured.

3. Cloud Computing Security

3.1. Cloud Computing Service Model. *ere are several se-
curity risks to consider when deciding whether one should
switch to cloud computing. When organizations move large
amounts of sensitive data to a cloud environment that is
connected to the Internet, they expose themselves to more
cyber threats. Malware attacks are a common threat to se-
curely access security, and evidence suggests that, as cloud
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usage increases, security breaches become more likely for
nearly 90% of businesses. Data leakage is becoming a
growing concern for businesses, withmore than 60% citing it
as their top cloud security concern. *e advancement of
technologies such as network connectivity, dispersed
computing, and application computing gives strong assis-
tance for cloud computing deployment. People will have
access to virtual servers rapidly and with minimum main-
tenance and interface expenses [24]. On-demand self-ser-
vice, broad network access, efficient resource sharing, high
elastic computing, and measurement payment support are
all five functional aspects of cloud computing. *e orga-
nization intends of cloud technology may be separated into
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) depending on the
various kinds of providers supplied by cloud computing
(IaaS). As part of the software as a service (SaaS) distribution
model, a cloud provider hosts applications and makes them
available to users online. In this model, an independent
software vendor (ISV) may contract with a third-party cloud
provider to host the application. *e server canister renting
service supplied by Microsoft and IBM might be considered
a new industry model [25], and it is known as a hardware as a
solution (HaaS). Figure 3 illustrates this. Higher-level cloud
vendors can easily develop customer services on their own,
or they can acquire information services from lower-level
cloud services [26].

In fact, with the continuous upward movement of the
service mode level, the service functions and conditions to be
met show an increasing enclosure association.

3.2. Cloud Computing Service Framework. *is section will
describe a cloud computing security service architecture
based on model analysis, in light of the security problems
that cloud computing presents. Cloud computing systems
[27] are operated by providers, who then distribute the
resulting products they supply over the Internet. As shown
in Figure 4, users access and utilise the cloud computing
system according to the authority granted by the service
supplier. Several cloud computing providers, such as
Salesforce, now offer monitoring and presentation modules
that may show users the system’s operational activity in real
time. To enable cloud computing really a fluid, visible, and
controlled system, we think a model analysis module must
be included to the integrated service [28].

3.3. Application Technology of Cloud Computing in Computer
Network Secure Storage

3.3.1. Data Backup Technology. As part of a cloud backup
service, data and applications on the Internet which allows
are backed up and stored on a remote server. Businesses
choose to back up to the cloud to keep files and data ac-
cessible in the situation of a system failure, outage, or natural
disaster. Business cloud storage works by copying and
storing your server’s files on another server in a various
physical location. A company can back up some or all server
files, depending on its needs. *e computer system is

composed of software and hardware. Once hardware is
damaged, the loss to the computer is irreversible, causing the
data to be unreadable or unrecoverable. *e cloud com-
puting technology has backup and security audit technology.
Among them, backup technology refers to backing up
computer hardware data [29]. When software and hardware
of the computer fail, the recovery equipment in the cloud
computing system will safely recover the important files of
the computer system. When the system information is
leaked, the host cluster will automatically transfer the main
files in the computer to the recovery system and help the host
process the data information.

3.3.2. Encrypted Storage Data. Encrypted storage of data
denotes the usage of encryption technology to provide
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protection for the security of network data. *rough en-
cryption technology, the encryption level of the files in the
computer can be improved [30]. A person or entity
attempting to gain unauthorised access to encrypted data
sees it as scrambled or unintelligible ciphertext, also known
as encrypted data. Data encryption is used to prevent
malicious or careless individuals from accessing sensitive
data. Because it makes it difficult in using intercepted data,
encryption is a critical component of a cyber security ar-
chitecture. *e core files need to be checked for identity and
can only be accessed by authorized users. *is greatly im-
proves the security of computer file storage. Commonly used
encryption technologies include passwords technology and
encryption algorithm.

3.3.3. Identity Authentication Technology. Identity authen-
tication technology is a fairly basic security technology in
network security protection, and it has a certain protective
effect on the security of cloud computing technology op-
eration [31].

3.3.4. System Vulnerability Protection. System vulnerability
protection is another key application of cloud computing
technology in computer network storage security. At
present, many network attacks take advantage of system
vulnerabilities, so system vulnerabilities must be well
protected.

Cloud computing includes backup and security auditing
capabilities. When a computer’s software and hardware fail,
the cloud computing system’s restoration technology will
safely retrieve the computer’s vital files. *e encryption level
of computer files can be enhanced using encryption tech-
nologies. Password technology, encryption algorithms, and
other encryption technologies are commonly employed.

4. Model Evaluation of Cloud
Computing Security

*e essential technique for achieving manageable, con-
trolled, and quantifiable cloud computing security is the
cloud computing security model. *is section discusses the
cloud computing security indicator system, the formal de-
scription of indicators, security models, and analysis
methods and proposes a cloud computing security modeling
method based on the multiqueue multiserver model [32, 33].

4.1.Measurable Index System. Research on cloud computing
security should not be based solely on outdated security. *e
service system is necessary to deliberate all features of service
excellence. Facts have shown that including security in
credibility for research is helpful not only to clarify the
relationship between security and other attributes of the
system but also to formulate a more balanced security
strategy [34]. *erefore, the following will first introduce the
system’s measurable index system from the perspective of
credibility and then further discuss the new features of
security in the cloud computing environment and the

relationship with other credible attributes. *e above at-
tribute relationship diagram is shown in Figure 5.

*e security of the system is an important part of
credibility, and there is an antagonistic and unified re-
lationship with other attributes of credibility. *is phe-
nomenon is more prominent in the cloud computing
atmosphere [35, 36]. Because the traditional system is
relatively closed and independent, the owner of the
system is the user of the system, and the security signs
that the system provider and system user care about are
basically the same. Facts demonstrate that adding security
in research credentials not only helps to understand the
link between security and other system features but also
helps to design a better balanced security plan. *e
system’s security is a crucial aspect of reliability, and it
has an oppositional and unified connection with other
authenticity traits. For example, increased scalability
might constitute a major security risk. Although isolation
improves security, it also affects system efficiency.

4.2. Formal Description Method of Security Indicators.
Currently, the cloud computing system includes real-time
monitoring services, allowing system utility workers to get
real-time information on the system’s state. Tomake it easier
for system maintenance staff to improve the system security
strategy, the formal definition of suitable security indicators
must meet the measurement requirements of average and
real-time values, as well as cover diverse perspectives,
granularities, and numerous dimensions.

Taking availability as an example, availability is defined
as the ratio of time that the system can run safely within a
specific time. It is a quantitative description of the process of
system security state change [37], which clearly describes the
possibility that the system can still operate safely in the case
of its own defects or external attacks. Assuming that SA is the
collection of the system’s security state, the system’s tran-
sient availability, that is, the possibility that the structure is in
a security state instantaneously is

AI(t) � P X(t) ∈ SA . (1)

*e steady-state accessibility of the system, that is, the
chance that the system is in a secure condition in a steady
position, is much more significant for the system:

AS � lim
t⟶∞


t

0 AI(u)du

t
. (2)

It may also be calculated by calculating the state’s steady-
state probability vector in the state diagram, whereπi is the
system’s steady-state possibility of being from the time and
steady-state accessibility is represented as follows:

AS � 
t∈SA

πi. (3)

For the formal description of other security -related
indicators, they are summarized in Table 1.
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4.3. Security Model and Analysis. *e scale of cloud com-
puting systems is growing rapidly. Due to the influence of
factors such as analysis efficiency and analysis costs, the
method of system security analysis through deployment and
testing is increasingly unable to encounter the requirements
of current cloud computing growth. At the same time,
analysis methods based on mathematical models have
gained more and more attention and become an important
method for analyzing system characteristics. Many effective
analysis models have also appeared. After nearly 40 years of
development analysis models are divided into qualitative
analysis models and quantitative analysis models according
to the different analysis results. While the development of
quantifiable analysis models is relatively sheath because of its
fundamental position in strategy selection and SLA

formulation, research in this area has become a hot spot in
the field of model analysis. *e reliability block diagram
method, fault tree analysis method, model detection analysis
method, attack tree analysis method, and graph-based
analysis techniques, among others, are widely accepted
cumulative model types of analysis. *e approach of system
security assessment via implementation and testing is
progressively able to fully meet the needs of contemporary
cloud computing expansion due to the effect of variables
such as analysis effectiveness and analysis expenses. Because
of its critical role in strategy selection, the creation of
quantified analytical models is relatively crucial. Model
detector, for example, can automatically create attack tree
branches and attack graphs. Figure 6 shows a simple attack
tree architecture.*e entire framework of the data security is
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the relationship between the credible index systems.

Table 1: Formal description of system perspective indicators.

Mechanism Classification
Scope of application

*e identity authentication Data and information Application platform
Test Web-based testing √ √ √
Certification Application center certification √ √
Isolation Network isolation √ √ √
Monitoring Software to monitor √
Restore *e overall recovery √ √ √
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demonstrated in Figure 6. It is a set of various steps.*rough
the model, computer secure storage is achieved and thus
allows full performance to the benefits of hardware.

5. Discussion

Cloud computing technology has surpassed other security
protection strategies in the eyes of many users. Currently,
mobile device storage and computer hard disc storage make
up the majority of information storage. Data security so-
lutions that safeguard data across all platforms and apps
include data encryption, hashing, tokenization, and access
control. Implementing technology solutions, policies, and
procedures to safeguard cloud-based systems, imple-
mentations, and the data and user access, they contain
constitutes cloud data security. *e suggested approach to
cloud security makes sure that authorised users can easily
access both data and applications. Your cloud data and
applications will always be accessible in the same way, giving
you the flexibility to address any potential security issues as
soon as they appear. Both the ease of computer security
storage and the security of computer network storage have
significantly improved. After verification, the operation
effectiveness has been significantly increased by 80% when
using the cloud computing technology platform to conduct
pertinent business at any time. At the same time, it en-
courages the development of information sharing and fully
utilises the advantages of hardware.

6. Conclusion

Computer technology has become an indispensable aspect of
people’s life in the information era, work, and social de-
velopment. However, computer and network not only bring
convenience and quickness to people but also bring some
risks to information security. Once the security of computer

network storage cannot be effectively guaranteed, and
problems such as information loss and leakage will not only
affect the security of users’ personal information but also
have negative social impacts. Cloud computing technology
has brought great convenience to network security storage,
which greatly guarantees the security of computer network
storage. To increase network drive security in the new phase,
it is vital to constantly upgrade and investigate the devel-
opment and use of cloud computing technology in network
security storage. Overall, cloud computing offers a signifi-
cant application benefit in network security storage, en-
suring the security, consistency, and dependability of
computer network storage. In the future, regarding the
application of cloud computing technology, the integration
with other technologies should also be strengthened to
provide a full range of security protection for the secure
storage of computer networks and eliminate hidden dangers
of information and data storage as much as possible.
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